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Abstract

In a preceding article [I]1 we proposed a method to derive exact symbolic dynamics for

polygonal billiards defined on a negative curvature surface, whose all vertices lie at infinity.

This method is here extended to the case of compact billiards tiling the Poincaré disk, using

elementary tools such as the bounce mapping. An exact coding is derived also in this case.

Furthermore, some results are obtained without using the tiling property. They allow to tackle

the more complicated case of non-tiling billiards treated in [2].
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boundary of this latter is thus on C°, which means that it extends from top to bottom of the

Poincaré section.

It should be noticed however that the argument given above is not valid when constructing



Introduction

For many decades, Symbolic Dynamics have become a large branch of research in the study of

Dynamical Systems. Works in this field encompass a great variety of approaches and methods.

For Euclidean billiards, the pioneering works of Sinai and Bunimovitch [3] leading to criteria for

ergodicity, K- and B- properties, implicitly use symbolic dynamics via the analysis of Markov

partitions. For systems defined by the geodesic motion on a manifold (or some kinds of surfaces)

of negative curvature, the J9-property was established by Ornstein and Weiss [4], again with

simple Markovian rules related to a "symbolic" description.

For the latter systems, the first idea of coding (with no underlying intention of proving any

chaotic property) is due to Morse [5j. From that time, a lot of highly mathematical involved

"variations on this Morse's theme" were achieved. The study of geodesic motion in fundamental

domains of discrete groups of the pseudosphere still remains an active field of research. Generally

in this case, the motivation is purely classical. The recent interest of physicist in this domain,

on the contrary, is largely related to the hope of better understanding the link between classical

and quantum mechanics, which originated from a long series of papers by Gutzwiller on the

Anisotropic Kepler Problem (AKP) [6]. Taking benefit of a "à la Morse-like" coding of AKP,

he was able to make a very clever application of the semiclassical trace formula to recover

quantum energy levels from classical periodic orbits. In this spirit, the free motion on constant

> negative curvature manifold, or on billiards defined on the pseudosphere, is an example of

strongly chaotic dynamics which remains comparatively easy to handle both classically and

quantum mechanically. It thus is one of the best suited models to provide understanding of

relationships between classical and quantum for chaotic systems - and for that reason it has

already received abundant attention (see e.g. [7, 8, 9, 10, H]).

,t In this respect, a good understanding of the coding properties of the classical trajectories

1 is, as for the AKP, of obvious interest. In fact coding has been used explicitly in refs. [9, H].

' ( In a previous article [1] (hereafter referenced as I), we have studied "à la Morse-like" coding of

trajectories in non-compact billiards of finite area denned on the Poincaré disk. The billiards

considered were polygons whose all vertices lie on the boundary of the Poincaré disk; this

\f. property allowed us to observe the coding behavior in a extremely simple dynamical configuration
f

? which, however, shares with other chaotic dynamical systems many crucial characteristics of the1



mechanisms occurring when coding a Hamiltonian system, in particular the feasibility of foliating

a Poincaré section with stable and unstable manifolds.

The kind of "à la Morse-like"coding treated in I can be sketched as follows: having defined a

finite alphabet (the labels 1,2,.. .,N of the sides of the billiard), deriving exact symbolic dynamics

requires to find a finite and complete set af admissibility rules ("grammar rules") in such a way

that there is a one-to-one correspondence ("existence"and "uniqueness" of the coding) between

the ensemble of doubly infinite codes ("words") * _ » . . . fc_ifc0 • . . Jb00 (A,- = 1 ,2 , . . . , JV) and that

of actual trajectories in the billiard. The way chosen to discretise time is to work on the "bounce

mapping", a peculiar Poincaré surface of section. In the case considered in I the simplicity of the

system allowed to find exact symbolic dynamics with only one grammar rule (the geometrically

trivial one, i.e. the interdiction of repeating twice successively the same letter).

In the present paper, the method of I is extended to compact billiards tiling the Poincaré

disk, and again, we recover an exact coding. On the contrary, the possibility of finding a finite

and complete set af admissibility rules for non-tiling billiards is excluded, and a way of trying

to partly cure this "congenital" weakness - shared by most bounded motions of Hamiltonian

systems - is the aim of the following paper [2] (hereafter referenced as HI).

The present article, up to section 2 included, does not assume the existence of any underlying

tessellation group, thus all the work presented there also applies to non-tiling billiards. Actually,

the matter of the two first sections of this paper essentially consists in pursuing and implementing

the method of I; these two first sections constitute the background to work out two different

problems : the tiling case on one hand, and the slightly more subtle, and promising, non tiling

case on the other hand. The aim of this "common body" (i.e. sections 1 and 2) is thus two-fold :

i) Proceed in the derivation of exact symbolic d' \mics for tiling billiards until the point

-** where the tiling property (i.e. the fact that the billiard is the fundamental domain of a

1 discrete group of isometry) has to be introduced in order to proceed further. This is done
! i without any reference to group theory, using one of the favourite tools of physicists, the

bounce mapping.

X

ii) prepare most of the technical material needed to tackle the case of non-tiling ones ref. Ill,

for which coding is characterised by a noticeably different situation. Such a context of

going as far as possible into a case for which one has to renounce to exact coding requires



elaborating specific tools, in order to get a final result which, though not comparable with

those of the present paper, seems to us closer to modern open problems. We therefore

found more advisable to treat the latter case in a separate paper. Evidently, since the

matter of the paper comes after the presentation of we called above "the common body",

the preliminary material needed for Ul is explained in the present paper, which is therefore

unavoidable to read before HI.

The last part of this paper (section 3) then treats what is specifically related to the tiling

property, leading to the exactness of the coding. Because the group theoretical approach is

already well developed (for an overview, see C. Series [12]), it is presumable that such a result

could have been obtained in a more compact way by this means. However it not known in the

physicist community, and, as far as we know, has not been stated either in the mathematical

literature. (We suspect that this is essentially due to the fact that the mathematical literature

in this field is mostly devoted to fundamental domains of Fuchsian groups, excluding indirect

isometries present in the case of groups tiling by reflections, which are associated with tiling

billiards.) In addition, working with the bounce mapping presents several advantages. Firstly

it allows to give a presentation which is essentially self contained. Secondly it leads to a more

intuitive comprehension of how "works" the coding (most of what is worth to be remembered

is contained in the figures). Finally, even though our method is less powerful than the group

< theoretical approach, it is relevant for a much wider range of dynamical systems, as the non

tiling billiards considered in HI.

Let us finally mention that the derivation of some of the results we shall need are obtained

through rather simple geometrical considerations, which however may be too long to be devel-

oped completely in the main text. Therefore, we have included some proofs in the appendices,

* for the sake of completeness, and tried to emphasize the main steps in the text. It results that

' whenever something like a "proposition" is found in the text, it just asserts some result whose

( proof is simple, and can be found in the appendices.
i



1 Preliminaries

In this paper, we shall consider polygonal compact billiards for which all inner angles at vertices

are smaller than f. We shall also suppose, with no loss of generality, that the center of the

Poincaré disk D lies inside the billiard.

The geometry of the billiard is completely defined by the position in the Poincaré disk of the

N vertices F* of the polygon (ife e { 1 , . . . , JV}). A vertex Vk will be characterized by the polar

angle /3* and the number ffc such that a boost (for the definition of a boost, see I) of rapidity ffc

acting in the direction /3* maps the center of the Poincaré disk on Vk (see Fig. 1). The vertices

Vk are supposed to occur in increasing order with Jt when running along the boundary of the

billiard anticlockwise, which means that 0 < 4i < AJ < • • • < PN < 2T.

We then define the side number k of the polygon as the one joining Vk-\ to Vi1. The initial

and final angles on the boundary of the disk of the corresponding geodesic are denoted by a*

and a* respectively. Also shown in Fig. 1 are the angles 7*,a]c and 7 ^ n which define the geodesic

orthogonal at the point Vk to the the diameter passing through F*.1

The dynamics of the system are, as usually, defined by the free geodesic motion inside

the billiard and by specular reflections on its sides. For the oriented geodesic corresponding

to the motion between two successive bounces, which is characterized by its initial and final

angles <p-, and <f{ on the boundary of D, we shall use as Poincaré section coordinates the pair

(ip\, M = cot(v'f2¥'i ))• In the same way as in I the bounce mapping

T :(yPi, M) —>(*

is area-preserving. Introducing the JV functions fk (Jb = 1 , . . . , N) defined as in I by the relation

tan( A M z A ) = e — c o t ( ^ A ) , (1.1)

I 'Let us call O* the interior angle of the polygon at the vertex Vit. One may ask under which condition on

I the set {Ok,k = 1,---,N] such a polygon can be constructed. The answer is given by the following theorem

Theorem Let O i , . . . , 0/v be any ordered JV-tuple with O < O* < ir, i = 1 , . . . , JV. Then there exist a polygon P

with interior angles fii,..., (IK1 occurring in this order around 8P, if and only if

+ f l2 + • • • + n w < (JV - 2)ir .
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T can be expressed for a trajectory hitting side k by

fi = SkWi) (1-2)

ft = SkWf).

which leads for the angular momentum

M' = -Afe2r* sin2( ———)[1 + e~4r* cot2( ——— )] - sinh2Tjt sin(y?; - 0k) • (1.3)

In Eq. (1.3), /3/t and Tk are respectively the angle and rapidity of the boost mapping a diameter

on side k:

Pk = ^ - y ^ (1.4)

and

-T* rntl £ L\ M CL\
C — COl^ - J . ^1.Oj

Exit and entry domains

The method developed below makes abundant use of the pattern of the surface of section. It is

therefore important to first define the available domain in the Wit Af )-plane and to understand

how it is divided into exit and entry domains of side k, which are defined as the sets of points

' associated with trajectories exiting (respectively entering) the side k at the time defined as the

present. The points actually associated with a trajectory inside the billiard are such that the

corresponding geodesic intersects a side of the polygon defining the billiard; consequently the

limiting cases are obtained by looking at geodesies passing through a vertex V*.

> For each vertex Vk, let us introduce the curve Ck in the (y»;, Af )-plane associated with the

"!.. geodesies passing through Vk- The equation of Ck is given by (see ref. [14]) :

(1.6)

According to the definition of curves Ck, one can see in Fig. 2 that a point (y?i,Af) of the

Poincaré section corresponds to a geodesic intersecting the side k if and only if it lies between

X the curve Ck-i and the curve Ck- Then, the geodesic exits the side k if ip\ e [a*,a*] and enters

1 the side k if <p-, 6 [Qf, a*]. The limiting cases <pt = ak or ip\ = ak correspond to portion of



trajectories following the side k, i.e. passing through the two vertices V/t_i and V*; they are

thus represented in the Poincaré section by intersections of Ck and Ck-i- Since such trajectories

can follow the boundary in any of the two possible opposite directions, it results that the curves

Ck-1 and Ck intersect exactly in two points. Because the billiard is convex, a geodesic entering

the billiard has exactly two intersections with its boundary. Therefore a point (^j, M) of the

Poincaré section belongs to exactly one entry domain and one exit domain. Since moreover two

points in the Poincaré disk, lying on different sides of the polygon, define a geodesic, each entry

domain is partitioned into (N - 1) portions of exit domains, and conversely.

These remarks are illustrated in Fig. 3a. Notice also that, as can be seen using a direct

isometry mapping the side k onto the vertical diameter and transforming the value of the angle

ip\ into 0 (direct isometry will not change the ordering of the curves Ck), Ck is above Cjt-i for

<Pi corresponding with the exit domain of side k, and Cjt-i above Ck in the entry domain.

Curves C* \

As will be seen, the curves Ck just introduced are going to play a important role in the study

of the coding. Consequently, they deserve some closer description before entering into the heart

he topic.

Let us therefore consider a vertex Vit and the two adjacent sides of the billiard. As shown

in Fig. 3b, the geodesies passing through Vk can be separated into three classes whose bouncing

properties are quite different. They are associated with three parts of the curve Cjt : C£n, C|x

and Cl defined as follows :

, - Cl" is the set of points of Ck whose abscissae <p\ lie in [a*+I, af]. Such points are in the

f* entry domains of both sides k and k + 1. They correspond to geodesies which, coming

I from any side of the billiard other than k and k +• 1 are going towards Vk. The C£n 's are

' \ the loci of discontinuity of the bounce mapping T since one may arbitrarily decide that

the trajectory is hitting the k or the side k + 1 at Vit.

j - C " is the set of points of Ck whose abscissae belong to [af+1, a*] (te : in the exit domain

Ĵ of both k and k + 1). It corresponds to geodesies emerging from the vertex VJt, and the

I set of C " (k G { 1 , . . . , N}) is the locus of discontinuity of T"1 . C£x is the time-reversal



e

s - Finally, C°k is the part of Ck for which <p-, in [af, af+1] U [af, af+1]. As seen in Fig. 3b, a
s geodesic corresponding to a point of Cj! (which by definition passes through Vk) intersects

8 the billiard only in Vk. Since any increasing of the modulus of M (ie : any reduction of
e the radius of the geodesic) with fixed tp\ will result in removing the intersection with the

° billiard, the C%'s are actually the boundary, in the plane (ip-,, M), of the allowed part of

the Poincaré section. The points of C° are in the exit domain of k (respectively k +1) and

in the entry domain of k + 1 (respectively k) if tp\ is in [af, af+1 ] (respectively [af, af+1]).

t

e The different curves C™, Cj^ and C% are represented in Fig. 3a for the particular case of a

r . square billiard with angles at vertex fljt = T / 3 . 6 . In this figure, it is seen that the maximum

and minimum of each Ck are lying on C£, (these points correspond to a geodesic orthogonal

the bisector of the angle at the vertex) and that C|n and C|x are respectively even increasing

and decreasing curves. Fig. 3b shows the conresponding ordering of angles and positions of C£,

C|n , Cl* in the configuration space. Since we shall use such properties for technical reasons to

obtain simple demonstrations of some coding properties, we stress here (see the demonstration

in appendix A) that this "morphology" of the curves Ck*s is generic for the billiards we consider.

\



2 Coding : Introductory remarks and first set of grainnmar

rules

2.1 Definitions and notat ions

Coding consists in characterizing any trajectory inside the billiard, after having chosen some

prescription for discretizing time, by a doubly infinite word, or code

k-oo . . .k-n ...&0&1 • . .fcn-"^0 0 , (2.1)

where each letter k, is taken in some alphabet, and the succession of the letters in th<; code is

governed by a set -finite or infinite- of so-called "grammar rules".

In the case of billiards, the most natural way of discretizing time is to follow the succession

of points on a given orbit at each bounce on the side of the billiard. The alphabet sitiggested

by this procedure is therefore the set X = { 1 , . . . , JV} of the labels of the sides of the billiard.

The purpose of this paper is to search for the proper grammar rules resulting from the < choice of

this alphabet for the billiards under consideration, in such a way that there exist a on K;-to-one

correspondence between allowed codes and actual trajectories.

As can be readily seen, the hyperbolic geometry forbids one side to be hit twice conse cutively.

This was found in I as the only grammar rule - refered to as GO in the following - fo r coding

non compact billiards with all vertices at infinity. The relative simplicity of that case was due

to the absence of vertices with angles different from zero, as we shall see in the follow» a g.

A code of the form (2.1) defines the whole (discretised) story of an orbit. In ordt:r to get

a representation in the Poincaré section, one has to define the position of the presen t ; let us

therefore introduce the notation

^t A _ o o . . . k - n . . . k 0 » k i . . . k n . . . k o o , (2.2)

where the circle separating &o and k\ indicates that at the time taken as the present the trajectory

j just left the side ko and is going to hit the side ki.2 Existence of the coding requires itihat any
2In the first paper of this series (ref. I) we used instead the notation

fe-00 . . • k-n • • •[ to |fei . . . fcn • • • feoo

V
p for codes such as the one in Eq. (2.2). We take here the more standard notation Eq. (2.2) which is somewhat
I clearer, and more symmetric with regard to time reversal.

1
10
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word of the type Eq. (2.2) satisfying the grammar rules is associated with a non-empty region

in the surface of section, while uniqueness means that such a region is reduced to a point.

In the process of finding the grammar rules, we shall consider regions 7l(w) associated with

finite codes w. We call

*_(„_!) . . . fc-i*o • (*••€*) (2.3)

a code to the past of length n,

• Jfei...Jbp (*,£*) (2.4)

a code to the future of length p, and

*-(«-!) " .*-i*o«*i. . .*p {k,GX) (2.5)

a mixed code of length (p + n). It is clear that the bounce mapping T denned in section 1 acts

as

Tn{w) = n{w') ,

where w is of the form Eq. (2.5) and

w' = *_(„_!) • • • fc-ifcofci •h.-.kp (fc, £ X).

The previous considerations are developed in sections 3.4 and 3.5 of I the reader can refer to.

These basic definitions being stated, we can now proceed in the study of the coding. As will

be seen, most of the difficulty consists in understanding how reflections occur at a vertex, due

to the non-zero value of its angle. We shall now enter more closely into this problem.

2.2 Study of bounces within a vertex

' I The regions associated with any code to the past of length (n +1) can be constructed from those

associated to a code of length n by considering the intersections of the latter with the different

entry domains, and applying the bounce mapping. At the first step of the recurrence process,

one starts with exit domains 72(jfco«) (^o = 1,...,JV), whose boundaries are pieces of curves

Cfc. Moreover the intersected entry domains are also bounded by pieces of curve Ck, and the

only places of discontinuity of T are the curve C*. Consequently the boundaries of finite codes

to the past are iterates by the mapping T1 (i > Q) of parts of curves Ck. In the same way, the

U



boundaries of finite codes to the future are iterates T~J (j > 0) of parts of the curves C*. It is

therefore crucial to know how the bounce mapping acts on these curves. Since they characterize

orbits passing through a vertex, one immediately sees why the study of bounces within a vertex

is the natural way of tackling this question, as a prelude to the investigation of the grammar

rules.

Geometrical remarks

For each interior angle Qk a t the vertex k, let us define

Hk=I i I t (^) , (2.6)

where Int(f) denotes the integer part off. In the following illustrations fit = 3.6, thus vk = 3.

We shall examine the behaviour of a trajectory hitting a vertex Vk by observing it "with a

microscope". Locally, curved geometry behaves like Euclidean geometry, and all geodesies can

be represented as straight lines. When an orbit passes through a vertex Vk, there are two

possibilities : it can first hit side k or side k + 1. In Fig. 4 is represented a trajectory bouncing

first on side k + 1. To make clear what happens for the successive bounces within Vk, we have

drawn virtual sides Sk+i(k),Sk+iSk(k + l),Sk+iSkSk+i(k), Sk+1SkSk+ïSk(k+l) around Vk,

where Sk and Sk+\ are respectively the symmetries with respect to sides k and k + 1. Also

drawn is a virtual straight line oo ABCD oo representing the trajectory inside the images of

the interior of the vertex, from which one can recover the actual trajectory oo AB1C'D'oo by

the following straightforward operations :

AB' = St+1(AB)

B1C = SkSk+i(BC)

' i C'D' = Sk+lSkSk+i(CD)

D'oo = SkSk+iSkSk+i(Doo) .

One can see that the virtual orbit hits the vertex at the points A, B, C, D and exits from the

vertex between sides Sk+\SkSk+i(k) and Sk+iSkSk+lSk(k + 1). For the configuration of this

figure, there are thus 4 = (vk + 1) bounces within the vertex before the orbit exits from V*. One

jjr can now extrapolate from Fig. 4 that, depending on the incoming direction of the orbit, there

can be (vk + 1) or vk bounces within the vertex, as shown in Fig. 5a, when the first bounced

12
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side is (k + 1). Fig. 5b shows the analogous result is the case where k is the first bounced

side. In Fig. 6 is drawn an incoming trajectory, together with the two possible outcoming ones

depending on the side hit at the first bounce.

Let us stress that the preceeding remarks, though coming from simple considerations, already

exhibit restrictions on the codes, i.e. will give rise to further grammar rules than GO.

Consequences on the Poincaré map

From the definitions of the three portions Cf*,Cf.", C^ of Ck given in section 1, it immediately

follows that in the Poincaré surface of section :

- the part ooA of Fig. 4 is associated with a point of C™

- the parts AB, BC, CD are associated with a point of C%

- the part Doo is associated with a point of C7|x.

Let us call a vertex sequence (at vertex k) any succession of Vk or Vk + 1 letters Jb and (Jb + 1).

Since any trajectory passing through Vk bounces either Vk or (^t+1) times within the vertex, the

(doubly infinite) code associated with any point of a curve Ck contains a vertex sequence. On
1 Cf." the bounces are to happen, therefore the "•" specifying the present time lies at the right of

V the vertex sequence. On <7|x the bounces have just happened thus the symbol representing the

present lies at the left of the sequence. From analogous considerations, it is easily seen that for

C£ the symbol of the present time is in the middle of the vertex sequence. This simple remark

is at the root of the demonstration of Proposition 1 (section 2.3) and of Proposition 1 in HI.

, Finally, let us see how an entire curve Ck can be obtained from C|n by successive applications

f* of T. Fig. 7 illustrates the following considerations for the values ftjt = 3.6. Cj^ is a place of *. -

' discontinuity of the mapping T since one can bounce at the next step either on side k or side

' '• k + 1. Let suppose, to start with, that the first bounce takes place on side k. The point M, l
;

at the intersection of Ck and Ck-\ and at the junction of C|n and C%, is then clearly invariant

under T since it corresponds to a trajectory following the side k of the billiard, and hitting side
1

 t t
* ' k with a grazing angle. Consequently it is unaffected by the bounce. The other limiting point of ^

C%a, M', has an image T(Af') lying on C£. The image of C£n in this case (first bounce on side k)
\

13



is therefore, by continuity of the mapping T on the side k, merely the hatched line [Af5T(Af')].3

Going on applying T, one gets 1F (Cl") as the line [TJ-1 (Af), Tj(M')}7 which lies on C% until j

reaches the value vk, for which T"*(Cl") = [T"*"1 (Af)1T^(Af')] partly lies on C% and C|x (in

Fig. 7, Vk - 3). If one denotes by P the extremity of C " which lies in this last interval (and P'

the other one), P (as P') is invariant under T, for the same reason as M is so, at the condition

that P is considered as belonging to C%. Therefore T"*+1(C^n) is divided in two parts : one

lying on Ck, the line [P, T"*(Af ) ] , and the other, the image of [P, T"*(Af')] (C C%x), which does

not.

Would one have taken side (k •+• 1) as the first hit boundary of the billiard, Af' would be

invariant under T instead of Af. Tj (Cl") for ; < vk would then be [TJ(Af),T^(M')], and

would have filled the parts of C^ not attained in the previous case. Finally Ck Pl T"*+1(C|n)

would be identical to [T"* (Af'), P% so that C|" is the image of exactly two points of C%n.

From the preceding considerations it is easily seen that the set of point of Ck whose codes to

the past admit as n first letters an alternation of k and k + 1 contains the whole C|" and a part

of C£ if n is strictly smaller than vk.
4 Proposition 1 (section 2.3) will make use of this result.

2.3 Firs t set of g r ammar rules

We shall now state a first set of grammar rules (adding to the trivial one GO), namely those for

which the difficulty due to multiple bouncing at a vertex is avoided.

Definition 1. A connected region TZA belonging to some exit region TZ(k») of the surface of

section will be called "of shape A" if its boundary is made of four lines (having thus a roughly

rectangular shape) such that :

- the upper and lower boundaries are piece of curve C% and C£_j.

- the left and right boundaries are even decreasing curves, denoted ôleft72..4 and

In section 3, this definition will be widened to the case where TZA extends on two adjacent entry

domains TZ(k») and TZ((k - 1)»), for which Ck_x has to be replaced by Ck_2- The two kinds of

shape A regions are shown in Fig. 8.

'Notice that M is no more invariant when considered as belonging to the entry domain of side k + 1.
"More precisely this set is : [T""1 M, P'] for to = k ... k» (n odd); [T""1 Af', P] for w = (A + 1) . . . (fc + 1)» (n

odd); [T-1Af', P'] for w = (* + 1)... Jb* (n even); [T""1 M, P] for v> = k... (Jfe + ! ) • (n even).

14
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The first set of grammar rules rely on the following proposition :

Proposit ion 1. Remind that a "vertex sequence (at vertex k)" in a word is any succession of

letters ifc and (Jb +1) with either Uk or (f* +1) letters. Then all finite codes to the past containing

no vertex sequence are associated with a region of shape A.

To avoid technical details, which might occult the main purpose of the present paper, the

demonstration of proposition 1 in released to appendix B, and we shall only sketch here the

main steps of the proof.

We use the usual recurrence process used in I Assuming proposition 1 true at order (n — 1),

regions associated to codes to the past of length n are constructed from those associated to codes

of length (n - 1) by intersecting these latter with the different entry domains 72(«Jb0) (Jbo =

I,...,N), and applying the bounce mapping. In appendix B it is essentially checked that

in general, everything behaves as in the particular example displayed in Fig. 9 for a square

billiard with fl* = 3.6 (Jb = 1,2,3,4). On this picture, it is shown, starting from a region

72(/b_i/feo«) = 72(42«) of shape A, how the regions associated to the "son" words 42Jb1* (Jfei =

3,4,1) obtained from 42« are constructed. They are the images by the bounce mapping T of

the regions 72(42 • Jb1) = 72(42«) H 72(«Jbi) which are non-empty connected domains, basically

because 72(42«) extends from the top to the bottom of the authorized part of the Poincaré

section, and is moreover a "nearly vertical" descending strip when the entry domains 72(«Jbi)

are rather horizontal ascending ones.

One noticeable property of the bounce mapping is that (see appendix A) it maps even

decreasing curves onto even decreasing curves. It therefore just remains to understand why the

region 72(42Jbi«) = T(72(42 • Jfei)) extends, as seen in the figures, from top to bottom of the

Poincaré section. If, as in Fig. 9a, Jfei and ko are not consecutive (ie : Jfei = 4 since here Jbo = 2),

this comes simply from the fact that 72(42 • 4) extends from CJn to Cf", which have been seen

to maps respectively into C§ and Cj .

If Jb] and k0 are consecutive, as it is the case for the region 72(423«) displayed in Fig. 9b,

the "scenario" is essentially the same except that now the upper boundary of 72(423«) already

belongs to C°. This latter parts of Ci partly maps on C£x, which is not on the boundary of the

Poincaré section. However, as seen above, points of a curves Cf.* have a code to the past starting

with a vertex sequence at vertex Jfe, which cannot be the case for a point of 72(423«). The lower
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boundary of this latter is thus on C°, which means that it extends from top to bottom of the

Poincaré section.

It should be noticed however that the argument given above is not valid when constructing

for instance TC(23») as T(ft(2«) n ft(»3)) (see Fig. 10); this featur* -omes essentially from the

fact that, although 23 is not a vertex sequence (1/2 = 3), 23* can be continued on the left in such

a way that the obtained word starts with a vertex sequence. As seen in appendix B the initiation

of the recurrence proceeds in a slightly different way, but in fact can be readily obtained from

the comments of Fig. 7.

At that stage, a first set of grammar rules Gl and G'l can be stated for all doubly infinite

words :

Gl : as seen in section 2.2 (see also Fig. 5), all words containing a sequence of alternating Jb

and (Jb + 1) of length strictly larger than (</* + 1) are forbidden

G'l : from proposition 1, it results that all words containing no vertex sequence are allowed,

at the condition to check that the property of all finite codes to the past fulfilling G'l to

be non-empty connected regions implies for all doubly infinite codes fulfilling G'l to be

biunivoquely associated to one point.

Concerning uniqueness of the coding, the demonstration can be done in exactly the same

? way as in the case of non compact billiards. Indeed, the proof given in section 5 of I that any

geodesic, with code

w = Jb-O0...ko • ki...Jb00 (2.7)

has the same initial angle <p\(wp) as any geodesic having the same code to the past

» tup = *_«, . . .*( , • , (2.8)

f and the same final angle <P((w') as any geodesic having the same code to the future

Wf = • * ! . . . fcoo , (2.9)

also holds for non compact billiards. Basically, this is the case because as seen on Eqs. (1.1)

and (1.2), the bounce mapping T behaves locally in the same way as in I. Therefore the stable

and unstable manifolds also do, which means that in the (<pn <p() they are respectively piecewise
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horizontal and vertical lines. In the (<pi, M) coordinates the curves for which <p( = cte. = <pf are

the M(<p\) ~ COt(^'1*1), stable manifolds are thus piecewise suck curves. As a consequence of

the previous remark the doubly infinite codes w specify at most one point ((f;,M = cot(2crpL))

in the surface of section.

The existence also follows from the very same reasoning as in I. For infinite words to the

past wp to start with, ll(wp) is easily seen to be a non-empty connected region since, if wp is

given by (2.8), H(wp) can be written as :

n=0

that is as the intersection of a decreasing sequence of non-empty connected compact regions.

The same result holds, using time reversal, for infinite words to the future w*. To show that the

two lines H.(wp) and Tl{wf) indeed intersect, the simplest way is to write in the same manner

for the doubly infinite code w in (2.7)

n\w) =
n=0

where the Hn are denned as

The Tln form again a decreasing sequence of non-empty compacts, so H(w) contains at least one

point.

As a final remark, note that the connectedness of the region associated to finite codes to the

past has not been used to demonstrate the uniqueness of the coding because of the simple form

of the stable and unstable manifold. However, would the actual form of the stable and unstable

manifolds be unknown, the transversality of stable and unstable manifolds (ie : the fact that in

any point of the Poincaré section, the tangent vector to a stable manifold cannot be colinear to

the one tangent to the unstable manifold) would have implied that

TZ{wp)nil{wf)

is at most a countable set of points, and the connectedness would have ensured uniqueness.

Notice that up to now, all the results have been obtained without using any tiling property

of the billiards under study, i.e. are now established, for all compact billiards,
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- uniqueness of the coding

- a first set of grammar rules GO, Gl, and G'l

However, these rules are not sufficient to make the coding exact, as far as we have not yet

studied the words for which vertex sequences occur. As will be seen in the following, such a

study requires to distinguish tiling an non-tiling billiards. We treat the former case in the next

section, postponing the latter to the following article III.

-y
ï
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3 Tiling billiards

The coding proposed in I for non-compact billiards was particularly simple due to the very

specific property of such systems, i.e. the angles at the vertices are zero, which permits an
et

infinite number of bounces within the vertices, 5 and leads to exact symbolic dynamics with
a

the only grammar rule GO. When coding compact billiards, one encounters more difficulties,
3CtI

as already seen in section 2. However, it is possible, also in this case, to derive exact symbolic

dynamics for billiards tiling the Poincaré disk by reflections, this being the purpose of the

present section. In order to "code" billiards which do not tile the disk, one encounters new kind

of obstacles, which we will try to solve in HI.

Among the set of polygonal billiards in the Poincaré disk, tiling ones only represent a zero

measure subset. Nevertheless, they have been (and continue to be) overwhelmingly studied

by both mathematicians and physicists because of their connections with discrete groups of

isometries.6 The results derived here, from a completely different point of view, can probably

be obtained using group theory.

3.1 Tiling the Poincaré disk by reflections

The notion of tiling the Poincaré disk is actually close to the idea one has of the tile-layer's work,

i.e. covering the space by congruent figures, with no overlapping and no gaps. In the present

• case, the congruent figures are polygons ( defined by the billiard under consideration ). The

previous conditions allow te pick up one of these polygons, called " the original cell", and define

it as the fundamental domain of a discrete group. Each cell of the tessellation is "similar" to

the original one, in the sense that it is an image by a given element ( isometry ) of the group.

Requiring to tessellate "by reflections" implies moreover tha t two adjacent cells are images one

•f*1 of each other by reflection across their common geodesic boundary.

I Following ref. [15], the tile covering some point Q in the Poincaré disk can be constructed

'• ï ' using a pa th V joining a point Q' inside the original cell Co to Q. Going from Q' to Q, V

J
exits CQ in some point Q0 that lies on a boundary k of the billiard. A new cell C\ can then be

W

\

sIn fact, all such billiards form the fundamental domains of gtoups tiling the Poincaré disk by reflections

i. 6It is worth stressing here that, concerning the purpose of coding, a vast majority of mathematical works are

focused on fundamental domains of actual Fuchsian groups, which exclude indirect isometries as for instance,

reflections (see e.g. C. Series in [12] and references therein).
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constructed as Sk(C0) and covers V between Q0 and some other point Ci; the boundaries of Ci

being labeled by the side numbers of Co, the image of which they are. If Qi lies on the side

k ' of Ci, the same process can be applied to construct C2 — SkSk1S^Ci = SkSfCo- By a finite

iteration of this process one eventually constructs a cell Cn containing Q. If *W is the label of

the side from which V has exited the cells C1, the isometry linking CQ to Cn is simply :

1Cn = (3.1)

A close relation between this construction and the motion in the billiard exists because, if the

path V is chosen to be a complete geodesic A in the Poincaré disk, it can be associated with a

trajectory inside the billiard, by bringing back each of its pieces A DC» into Co through applying

\

For any original cell, Cn usually not only depends on Q, but also on the selected path V.

Practically, this means that it is not possible to properly tile the Poincaré disk by reflections

using that polygon. Polygons for which the tessellation, is possible are therefore characterized by

the fact that in the previous process, one obtains the same final cell (linked with the original one

by the same isometry) whatever may be the path V used. In the same way, this construction

applied to any closed path starting (and ending) in the original cell, eventually gives the same

cell, with Icn equal to 1.

This, in particular, must be true for any small loop surrounding the vertices of the polygon.

If one asks the billiard under study to tessellate by reflections, this obviously leads for each

vertex k to a condition such as :

= - ("h = 1,2,3, . . . ) . (3.2)

It can be shown (see ref. [16], or by using the same demonstration as in ref. [15]), that the

N conditions Eq.(3.2) actually suffice for the billiard to tessellate by reflections. The case of

vertices lying on the boundary of the Poincaré disk (fi* = 0) treated in I can be regarded as a

particular case of tiling billiard, with Vk = 00.

3.2 Bouncing at a vertex

As far as the coding is concerned, what essentially distinguishes tiling billiards from non-tiling

ones is the fundamentally different behaviour of trajectories bouncing in a vertex. Moie precisely,
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let us consider, in the Poincaré section, the points (ip;, M) lying on a curve C£". As already

stated, the bounce mapping T is discontinuous for such points, since T depends on whether the

trajectory is considered to bounce on side k or k + 1. As in section 2, the way the trajectory

emerges from the vertex can be obtained, in both cases, by constructing the tiling associated

with the initial geodesic A(ip;, M), and returning from each cell to the actual motion by applying

the proper isometry.

As illustrated in Fig. 11, drawn for ft* = TT/4, the condition Eq.(3.2) has two important

consequences. First, whenever A(ip-,, M) is considered as passing on one side or on the other one

of the vertex, it moves off from Vk in the i/^'th cell constructed. Moreover, since this geodesic,

considered as hitting side k or k + 1, can be seen as two different paths joining the same

endpoints, the isometry mapping the cell CVk in which A(^i1 Af) exits from the vertex into the

actual billiard is the same one, I^ , for both options. The actual trajectory inside the billiard,

being obtained by applying this isometry to the portion of A(ys;, M) lying inside CVlt, does not

depend on which side A(^-,, M) is supposed to hit.

For the mapping T, this can be summarized by the following : if a vertex, Vk of the billiard

fulfills Eq.(3.2), then

(i) Each point of Cg" bounces exactly Vk times on V* before exiting Vk.

(ii) Although T, r 2 , . . . ,T ( "*~ l ) are discontinuous on C£", T"* is perfectly continuous. More-

over, since the points of C% correspond to geodesies intersecting the billiard only on Vk

(i.e. : the parts of the geodesic corresponding to an actual trajectory is of zero length),

there is no discontinuity at all for the motion in phase space.

3.3 Finite codes to the past

For billiards which tessellate by reflections, the properties (i) and (ii) stated above can be used

to formulate simple grammar rules insuring that any finite code to the past fulfilling these

conditions corresponds to a non-empty connected region. More precisely one may establish that

any finite word fulfilling the following conditions :

Tl : More than i/j repetitions of two successive letters j and j + 1 are forbidden

T2 : All Uj repetitions of two successive letters j and j + 1 are considered to be equivalent

whatever may be the letter which started them.
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is associated with a region having the shape A introduced in section 2.

The condition T2 can be symbolized by introducing a set of N new letters {|1|,..., \N\} in

the coding alphabet, and by noting with a \j\ the two equivalent successions of i/j letters j and

i + i-

The demonstration of the previous proposition can be made in exactly the same way as in

section 2, except that one has now to handle the cases, in the recursion, where the word under

consideration begins with a repetition of Vj times (or (vj+\))') and j+1.

Hence, let us consider for a given vertex j , the two finite codes

and

Wn = *_(„_!) . . . k-Vj .. .](} +

' - fc_(n_i)...*_„,. . . . ( Jw'n

for which the Uj first letters starting from the present are succession of j and j+1. Following

the same demonstration as for proposition 1 of section 2.3, one can show that TC(wn) is a non-

empty connected region, whose boundary can be divided in four connected lines which we shall

denote dMiTl(wn) and dri&htTl{wn) for the left and right ones, and duPft(u>n) and ^"H(Wn)

for the top and bottom ones (see Fig. 12). Moreover, still following the reasoning scheme used

for proposition 1, one sees that duf"R.(wn) is a part of C°+l and dâom'R(v>n) a part of Cj.

ddown7?(ti/n) however consists in points which have bounced Uj times at the vertex j . Therefore

property (i) stated in section 3.2 implies that 5down7S(«;n) is a part of C", and not of Cj*. The

strip H(wn) does not reach the bottom of the allowed part of the Poincaré section, which means

that H(wn) may not intersect all the entry domains (except the j ' th one), as it should do in

order to ensure existence. In other words, nothing guarantees that all possibilities are open for

the next bounce. Concerning w'n, the same remarks can be made except that dAovn'R,{w'r^ is a

part of C^ 1 and d"pn(w'n) a part of Cf.

It should be noticed however that both 9109111Tl(Wn) and dnpTl{wn) are the images by T">

of the part of Cf1 lying in 72(fc_(n_1)... *_„,••). Because Cf1 admits different images under the

mapping T according to whether the trajectory is considered as bouncing on side j or j + 1, this

intersection has two different images for the (UJ — 1) first bounces on vertex j . However, (ii)

implies that at the u/th. bounce, the images of this intersection match exactly, and thus that :

ddoy/n1l(wn) = du
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The region Il (= 7^(A_^n_j)... k-Vj\j\*) defined as the union of 7l(wn) and K(w'n) has therefore

the shape A defined in section 2, where

dMin = 9^K(Wn) U dleh1l(w'n)

n) U

are continuous decreasing curves, and

\

C C ^ 1 .

Fig. 12 illustrates the preceding considerations. It shows for the square Qk — x / 4 {ft =

1,?,3,4) two regions associated with codes £232« and ib323* (with k =1), thus describing a

trajectory having bounced in the vertex n° 2, fy — 1 = 3 times. Also shown in the same figure

are the two regions associated with the words Jfe2323* and Î3232», which match to define a

unique region TZ of shape A ( k\j\ (j = 2)).

A noticeable difference, however, between TZ and the region of shape A seen in section 2, is

that instead of joining some C1J[J-1, on the bottom of the Poincaré section, to C£, on the top, it

goes from Cj_x to Cj+1. Therefore, TL intersects all the entry domains of sides k / j,j + 1, but

has empty intersections with the entry domains of sides k = j and k = j + 1. A succession of

more than Vj times j and j + 1 is thus forbidden.

Before going to infinite codes, two remarks can be made. The first one concerns a slight

ambiguity in the application of the grammar rule T2 introduced previously which requires a

more careful definition of the notation " | j | n . To be more explicit, let us consider the example

of the square defined in the proceeding subsection. The sequence |3||2| for instance indicates a

succession of four 3 and 4 followed by a succession of four 2 and 3. This however can be the

matter of two different interpretations. It can be seen as the sequence of length eight :

34342323

associated, through T2, with the two forbidden words :

34343232

and

43432323 •
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It can also be regarded as the set of three sequences of length seven :

4343232.

3434232,

4342323.

among which only the first one corresponds to the original idea one has of |3||2|, i.e. with four

bounces within each of the two vertices. Considering that the boundaries dup and 3d0"11 of a

region TZ(k_^n_^ . ..k-Uj\j\») are parts of Cj+1 and C°_j (i.e. : points which can only bounce

i/J+1 - 1 {uj-i — 1) times on vertex Vy+i (Vj-\)), will convince that the right interpretation is

the second one, that is the sequences of length seven.

Ultimately, it is worth stressing that, for coding purposes, the property of the billiards

considered in this section to tile the Poincaré disk has been used only through the condition

Eq.(3.2). If some, but not all, of the vertices of a billiard fulfill this condition, the treatment

described in this section can be used for these vertices, the remaining ones keeping all the

difficulties we shall discuss in HI.

3.4 The limit of infinite codes

For infinite codes, the arguments given at the end of section 2.3 lead in essentially the same way

to the fact that since finîtes codes to the past are associated to non-empty connected regions,

doubly infinite words are associated to one and only one point in the surface of section. However,

since we have slightly modified the alphabet used for the coding, two remarks are in order.

To start with, in the demonstration of the existence, simple properties of decreasing sequences

of compact sets have been used. It was possible to construct these sequences because for any

(finite, or infinite in only one direction) word w, adding any letter to the left or to the right of

w leads to an associated region included in 1Z{w). However, we just saw that in general a region

is not included in

«(*-(„-! , . . . *0>...|j||i ' |)

if j and j ' are consecutive integers. This is also the case whatever may be the position of the

present time and if \j\ and \j'\ are on the left side of the word. This is in general of little
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importance, since one just has to extract a decreasing subsequence of the original one. The only

particular cases concern doubly infinite words w such as

li-oo I •••li-nlfc-n-l . ..feo«fcl ...*oo

or

fc_oo . . . ko • . • • fcn-l linl • • • liool

in which all letters Jb; after some rank n are taken in {|1|, | 2 | , . . . , |JVJJ-, with ji+\ and ji consec-

utive. Such words are only a negligible subset of the set of doubly infinite words, but for them

existence is not ensured.

Another point deserving some attention for the demonstration of uniqueness is the following :

that infinite words to the past and to the future

are respectively uniquely associated to an initial angle <f; and to a final angle <p{ has been proved

in I only for the original alphabet. However, by decomposing the different letters \j\ occurring

in wp for instance, one can easily write Tl(wp) as a countable union of vertical segments. Since

moreover it is connected, it is also a vertical segment. The rest of the proof then follows in

exactly the same way as in section 2.3.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we investigate some properties of "à la Morse-like"coding of polygonal compact

billiards tiling the Poincaré disk by reflections. This way of coding presents the advantage

of being very "sparing" and more physical than all other ones making explicit use of Markov

partitions.

The study proceeds in three main steps. To begin with, it is noted that, in the Poincaré

section, the boundaries of regions associated to finite codes are images or preimages of the

curves on which the bounce mapping T is singular - the so called curve Ck- This motivates a

particular attention to the way the bounce mapping is acting on these curves, tho.t is to what

happened to a trajectory hitting some vertex of the billiard. It allows, in a second stage, to

show "existence" [of an associated trajectory] for any code containing no vertex sequences, that

is such that successive bounces on adjacent sides of the billiard never exceed a certain value.

Such a property of the coding - referred to as the grammar rule Gl - is derived without using

the fact that the billiards are tiling the Poincaré disk. It therefore also apply to the non tiling

billiards which are dealt with in III. In a last step, it is realized that for tiling billiards, the

discontinuities of the bounce mapping T is only apparent, T taken at some power being in fact

continuous. As a consequence, it is possible to "glue" regions associated to finite code to the

past ending with a vertex sequence in such a way that all possibilities were open for the next

bounce, except for the two sides adjacent to the vertex on which the vertex sequence occurred.

This leads to the grammar rules T l , which prevents bouncing too many times on adjacent sides

of the billiard, and T2, which asserts that codes corresponding to regions which are "glued"

should be considered as the same. Under these conditions the coding is shown to be exact, i.e.

that there exist a one-to-one correspondence between doubly infinite codes and trajectories.

, As already stressed, the method proposed here and in III is not inspired neither by the

I standard ones in ..rgodic theory (see e.g. [3], [17]), nor in symbolic dynamics on domains of the

pseudosphere (see e.g. [5], [18]). For what concerns the latter, the coding obtained is essentially

the same, except for a question of nomenclature : when we focus on the side of the billiard hit by

the trajectory, the alphabet used in the "modern" version of the Morse's approach, as described

; by Series, is the ensemble of generators [of the tessellation group] which are associated to each

jp side of the billiard. The main difference stems from the fact that we don't use any tool of group

\
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theory - contrarily to Morse-Series works - in order to present an alternative approach more

intended to physicists, with as ground the familiar bounce mapping. In particular, the "gluing"

of regions in the section map shown in section 3 gives some physical insight on grammar rules

G\ and C l ; moreover, it allows to presume that the situation for non-tiling billiards is basically

different.

This way of coding provides new conceptual and technical insights into the subject. More-

over, as already mentioned, the method developed here for the tiling case is an essential tool for

the non-tiling case, the matter of the following paper III, since it serves as a stepping stone to

proceed into a noticeably different situation.
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A Simple properties of the billiards

A.I The curves C|n and C%x are respectively even increasing and even de-

creasing

Let M(ip\) a curve Ck in the Poincaré surface of section. It has only two extrema since, differ-

entiating Eq. (1.6), their abscissa <p-, are such that

cos(<pi-0k) = tanhffe .

As seen on Fig. 3b, they correspond to the two possible directions of travel of the geodesic

(<p\ - 7max> Vt — Tmin)' orthogonal in Vk to the diameter containing Vk. Saying that C|n and

Cl* are respectively even increasing and even decreasing curves simply means that

«f < of < (A.1)

This amounts to say that 0* and ̂ t+1, the angles ̂ at Vk made respectively by the sides k and

k + 1 with the diameter passing through % (see Fig. 13), have a modulus smaller than T / 2 . If

we suppose the center of the Poincaré disk inside the billiard, fit = |0*| + |0jt+i|- Therefore the

condition (A.I) is fulfilled as soon as Ojt is smaller than TT/2.

A.2 Inside each entry domain, the bounce mapping maps decreasing curves

onto decreasing curves

Let M(<p\) be a curve interior to the entry domain of some side k, and M'(<p[) its image by T.

Using Eqs. (1.1) to (1.3), the partial derivatives of T are given by :

M <0

and, introducing the final angles ips and y>\ of the geodesies (^j , Af) and (^J-, Af'),

- c o t 2

dip-, 2 sin2
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Since O < |vT — 0k\ < «* - Pk < \f\ ~ Pk\ < *, dM'fd<pi is always positive. Therefore

dM' _ OM1IdMdM
d<p\ ~ dyydw d<p; + dipt/dip;

is negative if dM/d<p is so. Finally, noting that d<p'Jdip\ < 0 prevents the image of a single

valued curve M(ip-,) to be multivalued, one gets the result that any differentiable by pieces even

decreasing curve is mapped by T on an even decreasing curve.

B Proof of proposition 1 (section 2.3)

Proposition 1. Recall that a "vertex sequence (at vertex k)" in a word is any succession of

letters k and (k + 1) with either Vk or (J/* + 1) letters. Then all Suite codes to the past containing

no vertex sequence are associated with a region of shape A.

To prove this proposition, we shall follow the usual recurrence process used in I. Assuming

the result true at order ( n - 1 ) , regions associated to code to the past of length n are constructed

from those associated to codes of length (n — 1) by intersecting these latter with the different

entry domains and applying the bounce mapping.

B . I Progress ion of t h e recurrence

The progression of the recurrence makes use of the following results :

lemma l.O.a. Let Hx a region of shape A inside the exit domain TZ(kt). For k / k' :

(i) if k and k' are not consecutive integers, C|" n TZA is a non-empty connected line.

(H) ifk and k' are consecutive integers, C%, D "R\ is a non-empty connected line.

lemma l.O.b. Let 1Z\ a region of shape A inside the exit domain TZ(ku). The intersection of

its left or right boundary (which are even decreasing curves joining the top to the bottom of the

Poincaré surface of section) with any entry domain %{»k') (k jt k1) is a non-empty connected

line. (Ifk and k' are consecutive integers, it can however be reduced to a point, as it is the case

for instance when k' = k + 1 and dle!tHA joins C% at its right extremity, i.e. at the junction of

Cl and CtIy).
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lemma 1.1. Let TZ A a region of shape A inside the exit domain TZ(ku). For k ^ k' the

intersection TZ A of TZp, with the entry domain TZ(*k') is a non-empty connected region, which

boundary is made of four connected pieces :

- on left and right, portions o^d]ettTZA and and d"shlTZA (eventually one can be reduced to a

point).

- for the upper and lower sides :

• pieces ofCf?_x C™ if k and k' are not consecutive. (See Fig. 9a.

• pieces ofC0
k,_x C^ ifk' = k + l. (See Fig. 9b).

• pieces ofC%?_x C% ifk' = k - 1.

Proof of lemma l.O.a

If k and k' are consecutive, C%, D HA is, by définition, of a region of shape A, either dupiR.A

or ddow"'R.A. Lemma 1.0 is thus trivially ensured in this case.

If k and k' are not consecutive, C™ has no extremity inside 1Z[k») (which contains 1RA), and

cannot intersect neither dapTi\ nor &iov"n'R.A (except possibly on their border) because these

latter are included in C£ and C^L1. Therefore the connected parts of Tl[k») n 1Z\ are limited

by points of CjÊ? D dMtHA or C|? n dT'&htHA-

Then, dMtK\ and ôright^A are joining the top to the bottom of the Poincaré section, and

Ck' is denned for all <p\. This latter must therefore have at least one intersection with each

of the former, intersection which, because k and Jb' are not consecutive, has to be on Cfp

(everything takes place in the exit domain of side k). Since Cjp is an even increasing curve (cf.

appendix A), and 9left7^A and ô"shtftA even decreasing ones (by definition), there is one and

only one intersection for each, and thus one and only one connected part for C£P D "R.&. This

latter is moreover joining ôleftfëA to d"shtHA.

Proof of lemma l.O.b

Lemma l.O.b is obtained in exactly the same way as above. Namely 9left72A» for instance,

has one and only one intersection with each of the two boundaries of the entiy domain of side

k'. Therefore {d^hKA) D TZ(^k') is a line joining these two points and is therefore non-empty

and connected.

Proof of lemma 1.1

The boundaries dTZA of 7£A are either pieces of the boundaries of TZ(»k') (i.e. (dll{*k'))MZA
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or pieces of the boundaries of TZ.\ (i.e. (97IA) f"l fë(»Jfe')

- Boundaries of TZ[»k'). Inside the exit domain of side k, they are CjP_x and C|F if * and k'

are not consecutive; C£,_, and C|? if A = Jb' - 1; C£?_, and Cg, if Jb = Jb' + 1. Therefore, for

both boundaries, as a consequence of lemma l.O.a, their intersection with 72A is a non-empty

connected line joining dletiTlA to Sright7eA.

- Boundaries of HA. dupTlA and 5down7eA, which are located on C% and CJJ-1, are either

not in the entry domain of side Jfc, or on its boundary. One is therefore left with dldtHA and

9right7JA) the intersections of which with Tl[»k') are non-empty connected line joining Ck'-i to

Cy.

With four lines such that : (i) each one intersects two different other lines on its extremity;

(ii) there is no intersections other than the ones at the extremity; one can only construct a

connected boundary, whose interior is also connected.

Progression of the recurrence

Let suppose the proposition true at order (n — 1), and consider a word of length n Wn =

É_(n_i). . . Jb_iibo« containing no vertex sequence. The associated region in the Poincaré surface

of section can be written as

Tl[Wn) = T7lA , (B.I)

where TZ\ is the intersection of a region of shape A, HA = 72(wn_i = Jfc_(n_i)... &_i«), with

the entry domain 72(«fco).

Lemma 1.1 ensures that 7£A is connected. Because the bounce mapping T is continuous inside

each entry domain, H(wn) also is a connected region, the shape of which can be investigated by

looking at the images by T of the boundaries of 7?A (see Eq. (B.I)). These boundaries are parts

of Cfcu, Ct0-I and of 9Ieft7JA, drightftA- The images of the last two curves, of negative slope, are

of negative slope (see appendix A). Thus, a sufficient condition for IZ[Wn) to be of shape A is

that

T[CkonnA) c

C

(B.2)

which results readily from the comments of Fig. 7 made in section 2.2. For instance the part

of Ct0 involved in Eq. (B.2) is either a portion of C£" or a portion of CJJ0. In the former case
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one knows that CĴ " maps into C£o, which shows Eqs. (B.2). In the latter case, one knows that

parts of C£ usually maps on C£, DUt m a y sometimes map partly or totally on C|x . It has been

emphasized however that points of C " have a code to the past starting with a vertex sequence;

since wn contains none, this possibility is excluded. Therefore Eqs. (B.2) are fulfilled, and TC(wn)

is of shape A.

The only situation for which the above argument is not valid concerns the case of short words

to the past of length n strictly smaller than (i/* - 1), w = k...k» or k.. .(fc + 1)« containing

only an alternation of letter k and (k+1); this because although w does not contain any vertex

sequence, it can be continued on its left side in such way that the obtained word .Hart with

a vertex sequence. Thus some point of TC(u>) can be on C|x . The initiation of the recurrence

therefore deserve a slightly different treatment.

B.2 Initiation of the recurrence

We shall show in fact the (following

lemma 1.2. Let w = A;... Jb* or k... (k + I)* a word to the past of length n strictly smaller

than (uk — IJ containing only an alternation of letter k and (k+1). Then TC(to) is a region of

shape A such that

) = Ce
k
x

&ettn(w) C T"-1 CgL1

if w = k...k», and the converseifw= k...(k + 1):

The same result holds for w' = (k + l)...k* or (k+l)...(k +1)* except that CJfL1 has to he

replaced by Cf^1.

Lemma 1.2 is obviously true at order one since IZ(Ic*) is bounded on top and bottom by

Cg and CJjL1, and on left and right by dr'&ht1l(k») = C|x and ôlefttt(**) = CgL1. Let us thus

suppose it true at some order n < Vk - 1, say odd, i.e. for w = jfe... ife*, and consider the region

1l(k...k(k + 1)*) = TTCA where TCA is as above the intersection of 1l(w) with TC(»(Jfe + I)).

Lemma 1.1 applies here in the same way as in the normal progression of the recurrence except

that the left boundary of TCA, being the intersection of ôrightTC(u;) - C£x with the entry domain

of side (Jfe + 1), is reduced to the point P at the intersection of C* and Ck+\. Thus c?downTCA is
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a piece of C£", which maps on CJt+1; d
MtTZ\ is a piece of T" 1 CIl 1 , which therefore maps on

TnCl*_t. It remains to check that the image of the last boundary of TZ\ contains the whole C|x

and a part of C% to ensure the initiation of the recurrence.

This comes simply by noticing that, since ôup72.A is a portion of Cj!, its image is merely

the set of points of Ck whose codes are such that the (n + 1) first letters on the past side are

an alternation of k and (k + 1). Then, the comments of Fig. 7 made at the end of section 2.2

precise!}' states that this set contains C " and a part of Cj? provided n + 1 < (p* — 1).
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FIGURES

Figure 1: Example of a compact polygonal billiard in the Poincaré disk : the square billiard

with vertex angles iîk = T / 3 . 6 (* = 1,2,3,4). The angles a£f, 0k, fy and Tmin.max defined in

the text are represented.

Figure 2: Limit geodesies intersecting some side k, for a fixed initial angle <p-,. They correspond,

in the Poincaré surface of section, to points on the curves Ck-i or Ck- The geodesies leave or

enter side k depending on whether ip\ 6 [a*, a*] (as <p\) or <p-, € [a*, a*] (as <pf).

Figure 3: Loci of the initial angles <p\ corresponding to the different parts of a curve Ck- (a)

in the Poincaré surface of section; (b) on the boundary of the Poincaré disk. Dotted lines are

associated to C|n, thick continuous lines to C " , and thick interrupted lines to C\ (see text for

further explanations). Also shown on Fig. 3a are the entry an exit domains of side k.
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Figure 4: Blow up of a trajectory bouncing at a vertex. The emerging geodesic is constructed

using the method of images : the two thick lines are the actual boundaries of the billiard, and

the thin ones passing through Vt are images of the former by symmetry, as indicated on the

figure. The true trajectory oo AB'C'D'oo is obtained from the geodesic ooABCDoo by bringing

back the different segments of this latter inside the billiard using the proper symmetry. See text

for further explanation.

Figure 5: Number of bounces occurring at vertex k depending of the incoming direction, (a)

For a first bounce taking place on side k + 1; (b)For a first bounce taking place on side k.

Figure 6: Illustration of the discontinuity of the motion for a trajectory bouncing at a vertex.

Depending on whether the incoming trajectory is consider to first bit side k or side k + 1, two

possible directions exist for the outcoming trajectory.

\
Figure 7: Successive images by the bounce mapping of a C|n , for the square billiard with angles

at vertex x/3.6 (i/& = 3 for Jb = 1,2,3,4). The hatched parts of Ck correspond to a first bounce

supposed to occur on side k. T3C|n lies between T2(M) and T3(M'), and the part of T4Cj?

which has not escape from Ck lies between P and T3(M). See text for further explanation.

Figure 8: Two examples of region of shape A. The right one correspond to the usual definition,

the left one to the widened one.

Figure 9: Construction of 7£(42Jfei«) as the image by the bounce mapping T of the (shaded)

intersection of ft(42«) with the entry domain H(»ki). The figure displayed correspond to the

square billiard with vertex angles x/3.6. (a) for fci not consecutive to 2 (Aj = 4); (b) for ifci

consecutive to 2 (Jbi = 3). The arrows indicate how the boundaries of 71(42» Jb1) are mapped on

\

Figure 10: Same as Fig. 9, but for the construction of 71(23«). This latter operation correspond

to the initialization of the recurrence, which has to be treated in a slightly different way than

its propagation. See text for further explanation.
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Figure 11: Same construction as for Fig. 4, but for a vertex fulfilling Eq. (3.2) (here fl* = * /4

so that Vk = 4). Contrary to the non tilling case, the number of bounces at Vk is always equal

to Vk, and the outgoing trajectory does not depend on whether side k or side k + 1 is supposed

to be hit first.

Figure 12: Construction of the region 72(12|3|«) for the (tilling) square billiard with angles at

vertex T / 4 . Although 7£( 12343» 4) and 72(12434« 3) are disconnected regions, their images by

the bounce mapping exactly fit, so that the union of the two images is a connected region, of

shape A.

if*.

'.I Figure 13: Illustration, for some vertex Vk of a polygonal billiard, of the ordering of the angles

a*'*+1 and 7miniinax. Also shown are the angles Ok and 0k+i formed respectively by side k and

k + 1 with the diameter passing through Vk.
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